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New Issue Notes
by Andrew Dolphin
iSite Regional Stamps Booklets (July/August 2016)
Back in April and July 2014 a long series of $7.00 and $19.00; and then $8.00 and $20.00
booklets were released by New Zealand’s official visitor information network, iSite New
Zealand, containing RPLs or Regional Postage Labels. These are all listed and detailed in full
on Temp. Pages Appendix C1A and C1B.
With the 1 July 2016 postage rates increases these booklets have been reissued with revalued
RPLs of $1.00 and $2.20, producing $10.00 and $22.00 booklets.
As with the previous booklets these are not distributed as usual on the CP New Issue Service.
They are available on special request only. If you would like to receive the set of twenty 2016
iSite Regional Stamp booklets please advise us as soon as possible.

“It’s a Kiwi Thing” (7 September 2016)
At first glance this sheetlet of 14 x $1.00 cartoon-style stamps does not impress. However a
little study of each kiwiana-themed stamp reveals them to be quite amusing, actually quite well
done. As New Zealand Post wryly say on the sheetlet: “Observing Kiwis in their natural habitat
is fascinating. We mean the people of course, not the flightless bird. Maybe it’s the isolation,
or the lifestyle, or maybe it’s all the sheep. Whatever it is, the experiences that Kiwis share are
unique. They’re Kiwi things, in fact.”
Designs:
(1) the world-famous bungy-jump, the first bungy-jump “At that moment Trev had a bit of an
idea.”; (2) New Zealanders’ obsession with complicated coffee “I’ll have a trim, decaf latte
with a twist and a …”; (3) a not-so-dignified streak through a game of rugby at Eden Park
“Breaking the tackle in the big game.”; (4) a sandy sandwich at the beach “The traditional Kiwi
sand-wich.”; (5) a pair of faithful jandals “Gone but not forgotten 2011-2014”; (6) a cheeky
Kea, our friendly alpine-parrot from New Zealand’s great Southern Alps with an appetite
for destruction “A Kea ate my car.”; (7) the never-ending quest to spot an elusive kiwi, our
beautiful, flightless, nocturnal national bird “Catching a glimpse of our national bird.”; (8) the
hot-sand dash across a sizzling black-sand beach “A cool splash followed by a hot dash.”; (9)
a unique blend of water-skiing and trout fishing in Taupo “Water-skiing on Lake Taupo.”; (10) a
white-knuckle landing into windy Wellington “Another smooth landing in the capital – Welcome
to Wellington.”; (11) a comical whale-watching experience “At this time of year we’d be lucky
to see a whale …”; (12) a rather unimpressive ‘catch’ of whitebait “Another successful day’s
whitebaiting.”; (13) a ‘fun’ game of beach-cricket takes an aggressive turn “Just a friendly
game of beach-cricket.”; (14) New Zealander’s love of piping-hot pies “Always blow on the pie.”
This last one probably needs some explanation: it was the remark made by police-officer Sgt
Guy Baldwin at 3am early one morning in response to a teenage car-driver acting suspiciously,
who said he was only going to buy a pie from the local BP garage, “Always blow on the pie,
safer communities together.” The video has been watched over 175,000 times.
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New Issue Notes (cont.)
Illustrated by Chris Davidson and designed by Graeme Mowday and Jack Faulkner, printed
by Southern Colour Print Ltd, Dunedin by offset lithography in the four process colours and
synseal overgloss on 104gsm red-phosphor gummed stamp-paper, perf 14½, fourteen
stamps in a sheetlet
S1630a-S1643a, SM1630/43

2016 Children’s Health: Being Active (7 September 2016)
Along the same lines as last year’s Health stamps (Being Sunsmart) the exhortation this
year is to Be Active. Thus each of the three stamps covers an aspect of Being Active: $1.00
aerobic activity, a casual game of touch-rugby; $1.80 strength building, a classic game of ‘tugof-war’; $2.20 flexibility, a jump-jam exercise during a PE class.
As well as three sheets of 25, the stamps come as a setenant strip of three with the tug-ofwar rope extending into the touch-rugby game stamp to the left and the jump-jam session
stamp to the right. And for the first time in 21 years there is no Health self-adhesive stamp
(I wonder why?), so the miniature sheet is a simple repeat of the setenant strip, without the
previously usual gummed version in the miniature sheet of the self-adhesive stamp from the
set, and in a ‘normal’ shape, not cut-around in butterfly shape or umbrella shape!
As usual 10c from each stamp goes to Stand Children’s Services Tu Maia Whanau, better
known to philatelists as Children’s Health Camps.
Designed by Stephen and Di Fuller, Wellington and printed by Southern Colour Print Ltd,
Dunedin by offset lithography in the four process colours on 104gsm red-phosphor gummed
stamp-paper, perf 14½, in sheets of 25, a setenant strip of three and miniature sheets.
T88a-c, T88c(z), TM88

Stamp Exhibition Dates
RoyalPex 2017, Hamilton
A Half-National Exhibition presented by the Royal Philatelic Society of New Zealand,
24 – 26 November 2017, Distinction Hotel Te Rapa, Hamilton

Dunedin 2018
The Armistice Stamp Show 2018 presented by the Dunedin Philatelic Society,
9 – 11 November 2018, MoreFM Arena, Dunedin
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CALs Corner Part 59
by Andrew Dolphin
2016 Southland Girls’ High School
Another annual CAL from SGHS Southland Girls’ High School of Tweed Street, Invercargill,
this time a $1.00 self-adhesive CAL released July 2016. The girls seem to have adopted a
strawberry as their school-symbol this year, their website pages headers are all decorated by
strawberries and they have Strawberry Flags flying at school. The CAL is a symbolic strawberry
design, rather well done, unmistakable as to what it is representing.

2016 Christchurch Stamp & Postcard Exhibition, 2nd issue
Two more CALs, this time $1.00 gummed values, for this Show held in Christchurch.
Continuing the theme of the centennial of the founding of the Canterbury Aviation Co,
the two CALs were issued 5 July 2016. Designs: 1916 Bristol Fighter F2, two of these
fighter-planes were used in New Zealand 1920-1936. These British War surplus aircraft were
modified for civilian use as Bristol Tourers. 1917 de Havilland DH9, nine of these airplanes,
originally bombers, and again British War surplus, were used here by NZAF, NZ Flying Clubs
and small airlines, such as the NZ AeroTransport Co., a predecessor of Mt Cook Airlines.

2016 New Zealand Red Cross, uprated
July 2016 saw the rerelease of November’s 100 years New Zealand Red Cross CALs booklet,
@ $11.00 with a $1.00 donation to NZ Red Cross. As before the booklet contains two of five
different $1.00 designs.

2016 Electric Kiwi
A $1.00 self-adhesive CAL was released July 2016 for this new New Zealand Electric Kiwi
electric utility power company, with Head Office Auckland. The CAL depicts the logo of the
company an angular bright yellow symbolic kiwi; slogan: “Smaller. Smarter.”

2016 Mike Pero Mortgages
July 2016 saw the release of two uprated $1.00 Mike Pero Mortgages CALs: gummed flyinghouse balloon CAL and self-adhesive large red balloon CAL.
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CALs Corner Part 59 (cont.)
2016 Transport World Invercargill
A set of two $1.00 self-adhesive CALs have been issued July 2016, followed by a third
$1.00 gummed CAL in August 2016, for this Transport Museum in Tay Street, Hawthorndale,
Invercargill. This features the expansive private collection of automotive, truck and motorbike
history formed by the late Bill Richardson (1940-2005). The three CALs depict two different
views of a 1940 Texaco Dodge RX70 Truck and a 1946 Bedford OWB/58 bus or coach.

2016 Ernst & Young
Another in the annual series of Ernst & Young CALs for the 2016 EY Entrepreneur of the Year
Award, a $2.20 self-adhesive CAL issued July 2016. 2016’s winner of the Award is Peter
Beck, founder and CEO of aerospace company Rocket Lab of Auckland, with their launch site
at Mahia, near Gisborne.

2016 Hobbiton
An uprated postcard rate $2.20 CAL was issued for Hobbiton Movie Set NZ in July 2016.

2016 pH SCIENTIFIC
Released July 2016 was a $1.00 self-adhesive CAL for pH SCIENTIFIC which is a New Zealand
company, based in Meadowbank Auckland, established 2015, providing partnerships
between scientists and suppliers. Depicted on the CAL are pH SCIENTIFIC owners Vanessa
Handley and Riccardo Palluotto.

2016 Kiwi Stamp Circuit
The latest CAL issue from the long-running series of “Mr Kiwi” CALs from Kiwi Stamp Circuit
of Glen Innes, Auckland arrived on 5 August 2016. This is a $1.00 gummed CAL on the
theme of the 2016 Rio Olympic Games. First Day Covers were produced Auckland MSC 5 Aug
2016.

2016 Whittaker’s Chocolate
A $1.00 self-adhesive CAL was issued August 2016 celebrating Whittaker’s K Bar chocolates.
Pictured is the K Bar Lime Block: milk chocolate with lime flavoured filling. Also available in
the series from Whittaker’s is: K Bar Pineapple Block, also milk chocolate with pineapple
flavoured filling and K Bar Raspberry Block, this time dark chocolate with raspberry flavoured
filling.
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Eighty-Five Years Ago
From The New Zealand Stamp Collector – January 1932
New Zealand New Issues by Ray Collins
The latest printing of the 2/- Admiral type has been made in a much deeper colour than
formerly. The shade closely resembles the first issue on the Jones paper.
The 3d Government life stamp has now appeared on the Cowan thick chalk-surfaced paper
and the colour has been changed to chocolate.
The following additional values have been added to the Arms Type duty set:- 5/- green, 8/deep blue, 9/- orange, 15/- green and £1 rose. The colour of the 1/3d has been changed
from pale yellow to brownish-orange.
The Health charity issue for 1931 consisting of two values 1d+1d carmine and 2d+1d
deep blue was placed on sale on 31 October. Both values are of the same type depicting a
boy-scout with typical New Zealand scenery in the background. The three Airmail stamps
intended for use on correspondence posted from New Zealand to connect with services in
Australia, Canada, USA and the Karachi-London service were issued on 10 November. An 18
December special printing of the 3d in yellow-green has been overprinted “FIVE PENCE” for
use in connection with Airmail flights to be made on Christmas Eve.

Fifty Years Ago

From the CP Newsletter – January 1967
New Zealand Notes and Comment by Warwick Paterson
1967 – what a momentous year this one should be for collectors with Decimal Currency
Day a mere six months away. The last of the £sd issues is to be the Post Office Savings
Bank Centenary on 3 February. April will bring the International Exhibition at Whakatane and
August this year’s Health stamps, a sporting theme: Rugby.
The Postal Division, Wellington have stated that there will be no overprinted decimal stamps,
the designs will remain the same in the new set.

Fifty Years Ago
From the CP NZ Bulletin – January 1967
1965 Commonwealth Parliamentary Conference set by Peter Collins
This set is under-catalogued! Post Offices sold out of the 2/- top-value of this set on the
day of issue and after the first flush of magazine advertisements, the set disappeared from
dealers’ offers. Our 1967 prices will reflect the scarcity of the issue and we anticipate that
other catalogues must also show substantial increases.
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January Specials
King George V

531(a) 		K4d 1916 King George V 3d deep chocolate sideways wmk, Plate 19, 					
		 plate-block of four. The plate-numbers in these “Pictorial” paper printings 				
		 were usually either partly or wholly guillotined off the issued sheets 					
		 and are rare in “complete”condition. This is the first 3d sideways wmk 					
		 Plate 19, whether partial or complete (and this is complete except for 					
		 a whisker!) that we have seen for 20+ years. It is indeed rare 					
		 (Cat. $3600
UHM $2500
1935 Pictorials

(b) 		 L4e 1941 2d Whare perf 12½ block of four fine used, Wellington 				
			5 June 1941 			 FU $50
(c) 		
		
		

L13b 1935 2/- Capt Cook single wmk perf 					
13½ x14,Plate 1, plate-block of four. A fine well-centred 					
plate-block from the second perf (Cat. $2200)
3x UHM 1x LHM $1700

Definitives

(d) 		
		

PC15d 1991 40c Kiwi self-adhesive pair with good die-cut perfs shift up 		
		
and to the right, producing white voids top and right selvedges
UHM $400

Christmas

(e) 		
		

SC5a(z) 1964 Christmas left selvedge block of four with complete double 			
perfs, both vertically and horizontally. Spectacular
UHM $1000

(f) 		
		
		

SC7a(z) 1966 Christmas lower selvedge plate 1A plate-block of six with 				
complete double perfs, both vertically and horizontally, across lower three 				
stamps in block. Stunning
UHM $1000

Commemoratives
532(a) SM1237-40(z) 2011 Year of the Rabbit Miniature Sheet major perf error.
There was a time in the ‘good-old-days’ when major errors on New Zealand stamps
occurred every month, OK I exaggerate, every other month! Not any more, not for many
years.
We are thus thrilled to offer this major perforation error on the 2011 Chinese Lunar
New Year 2011 Year of the Rabbit Miniature Sheet.
The 60c rabbit Chinese character is normal; the $1.20 paper-cut rabbit is imperf at
right; the $1.90 painted rabbit is imperf at sides with a vertical central line of double
perfs; and the $2.40 Christchurch Cathedral is imperf at sides with a vertical central
line of perfs. In short an outstanding major modern perf error			
					
$3750
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Postal History
Another interesting and varied selection of the ever popular New Zealand Postal
History 1868 - 1945
250(a)
		
		
		

1868 Nov 19, A2n 2d blue, A5h 6d brown perf FFQ franked fine 		
Turanga manuscript cancel on back of small neat cover to Napier, 		
backstamp 20 Nov 1868, late usage of Turanga marking, which two 		
$1000
years later in 1870 became Gisborne

(b) 		
		

1883 July 27, D3a 2d SSF p.12x11½ on tidy cover to Christchurch, 		
$250
backstamps both 27 July 1883 RTPO(C) and Christchurch

(c) 		
		
		

1901 Jan 26, E4a 1½d Boer War, pair F1a ½d green Mt Cook, Napier 		
squared-circles to Germany, backstamps 28 Jan 1901 Napier RPO, 		
$200
21 Feb 1901 Colombo, unclear third marking

(d) 		
		

1909 May 22, E10c 3d Huias reduced, Auckland Registered to Dunedin, 		
$250
backstamp 25 May 1909 Dunedin Registered

(e) 		
		
		
		

1910 Sept 12, E6b 2d Pembroke Peak purple, E8d 2½d Lake Wakatipu,
Opunake Registered to France, backstamps 13 Sept 1910 Taranaki 		
TPO, Wellington Registered, 24 Sept 1910 France, unclear London 		
$250
transit(?) in red

(f) 		
		

1913 April 18, E8d 2½d Lake Wakatipu, Fanning Island to USA, 		
$200
backstamp 8 May 1913 Honolulu Hawaii

(g) 		
		
		
		

1914 April 17, J1a 1d Dominion, Auckland Exhibition Buildings 		
machine-cancel plus Posted Top of the Tower cachet, on postcard 		
Auckland Exhibition 1913-4 protd. PPC 01.12.13 No. 2935 to 		
$200
Dunstable England, fine item

(h) 		
		
		
		

1914 Aug 7, Edward VII H1a ½d green, H4d 4d yellow, Wellington 		
Registered to Canal Zone, America, redirected (and reregistered) to 		
Balboa Heights, Canal Zone, six backstamps San Francisco, New York, 		
$250
Canal Zone

(i) 		
		
		
		
		

1914 – 20, H1a ½d green KEVII, pair J1a 1d Dominion, Waihopo to 		
Austria, cachet: Opened by the Military Censor NZ, cachet: Undeliverable 		
LPS; on reverse label: GR Officially Sealed in the Returned Letter Section, 		
London Postal Service, and 1 Dec 1914 Dead Letter Office Wellington, 		
$400
fine cover

(j) 		
		
		
		

1924 Aug 29, J1a 1d Dominion, Napier to Hungary, four x T Postage 		
Due markings plus Magyar Posta postage dues overprints, 1000k, 		
2000k, cancelled Gyongyos 6 Oct 1924, on reverse Auckland Provincial 		
$400
Wounded fund cinderella
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Postal History (cont.)
250(k)
		
		

1925 July 27, strip of four J 1d Dominion, Hastings Registered to 		
Bahamas, redirected to USA, on front 2 x Nassau, Bahamas; on reverse 		
$350
eight x transit markings

(l) 		

1929 July 4, K15a 1d Field Marshal, Fanning Island to Dunedin

(m) 		
		

1930 Oct 17, J 1d Dominion, Pitcairn Island NZ Postal Agency to 		
$300
Christchurch, neat & clean cover

(n) 		
		
		
		
		
		

1935 May 1, L1a-L14a ½d-3/- complete set on 14 FDC, Wellington to 		
Gore, Christchurch or Dunedin, ½d, 3d on Skiing Mt Ruapehu; 1d, 1½d, 		
4d, 8d, 2/- on Southern Alps from Lake Matheson; 2d, 1/-, 3/- on Maori 		
Maiden; 2½d on Fairy Springs Rotorua; 5d on Lake Rotorua; 6d, 9d 		
on Gateway to Maori Pa Rotorua covers, clean and tidy set both 		
$495
stamps & covers (Cat. $750)

(o) 		
		
		
		

1937 April, 2 x L2d 1d Kiwi (SG Z41) Pitcairn Island NZ Postal Agency 		
on Hands Across the Sea cover to Canada, plus HMS Bounty 1789 		
cachet front and reverse, plus Canada arrivals front and reverse, 		
$250
cover a little roughly opened

(p) 		
		

1938 March 29, pair M1a KGVI ½d green (SG Z58), Pitcairn Island NZ 		
$150
Postal Agency to Invercargill, straight line PITCAIRN ISLAND cachet

(q) 		
		
		

1938 Jul 26, LO5d 2½d Mt Cook & Lilies Official, MO4a left selvedge 		
1½d chocolate KGVI Official combined FDC, on NZ Legislative Council 		
$300
envelope, Auckland to Bermuda (Cat. $500)

(r) 		

1940(?) L1b ½d Fantail (SG Z40), Pitcairn Island NZ Postal Agency to USA

(s) 		
		

1940 Oct 14, 4 x S26a ½d Centennial (SG Z61), 4 x Pitcairn Island NZ 		
$225
Postal Agency to Auckland (Pim & Co)

$150

$200

(t) 		
1943 Aug 9, unstamped cover, cachets: Passed DDA3, Exempt from 		
		
postage under International Convention regarding Treatment of Prisoners 		
		
of War, from Pahiatua Internment Camp to Wellington, cover neatly 		
$500
		repaired
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(u) 		
		

1944 April 6, unstamped cover with Exempt cachet as (t), Passed 		
$500
DDA7 cachet, Pahiatua Internment Camp to Auckland

(v) 		
		
		

1944 April, LO9e 6d Harvesting Official, Christchurch Registered to 		
Plymouth England, Passed DDA10 cachet, on Canterbury 		
$250
University College envelope

(w) 		
		
		

1945 Jan 10, unstamped cover with Exempt cachet as (t), Passed 		
DDA5 cachet, Somes Island Internment Camp, Wellington to Wellington, 		
$300
redirected to Auckland

1960 Pictorials Plate-Blocks
All plate-blocks offered are in CP Catalogue listed sizes, ie [4], [6], [8] or [12] and UHM, unless
stated otherwise.
760(a)
(b) 		
(c) 		
(d) 		
(e) 		
(f) 		
(g) 		
		
(h) 		
(i) 		
(j) 		
(k) 		
(l) 		
(m) 		
(n) 		
(o) 		
(p) 		
(q) 		
(r) 		
(s) 		
(t) 		
(u) 		

O1a 1960 ½d Manuka de la Rue Plate 1
$15
O1a Value-block 10/$8
O1a Chambon perfs block (Cat. $35)
$25
O1a : ½d booklet pane stapled W8b(z)
$15
O1a : ½d booklet pane stitched W8c(z)
$15
O1a : ½d booklet panes stitched numbers 1, 4, 6 W8c(y)
$15 each
O2a 1960 1d Karaka de la Rue Plate 1, inc. OV2a plate-variety R20/1 		
flaw on “N” of “NEW”
$15
O2a Value-block £1
$8
O2a Chambon perfs block (Cat. $21)
$15
O2a : 1d booklet pane stapled W8a(z)
$4
O2a : 1d booklet pane stitched W8c(x)
$4
O2a : 1d booklet panes stitched numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 W8c(w)
$8 each
O2b 1963 1d Karaka coil-strip of four
$6
O2c 1965 1d Karaka de la Rue Plate 1, inc. OV2a R20/1
$18
O2c Chambon perfs block (Cat. $55)
$40
O3a 1960 2d Kaka-Beak de la Rue Plates 1, 2251, 3263
$15 each
O3a Plates 2112, 2212, 2231, 2232
$30 each
O3a Plate 2222
$50
O3a Value-block £2
$8
O3a Value-block of eight
$10
O3a Chambon perfs block (Cat. $21)
$15

(v) 		
		
		
(w) 		
(x) 		
		
		
(y)		
(z) 		

O4a 1961 2½d Titoki Harrisons Plates 1A, 1B inc. OV4a R20/2 		
retouch, 2A perf left, 2A imperf left, 2B inc. OV4a R20/2 retouch, 3A 		
perf left, 3A imperf left, 3B, 4A, 4B
$16 each
O4a Value-block £2/10/- perf top, imperf top
$10 each
O5a 1960 3d Kowhai de la Rue Plates 1 inc. OV5a R20/4 plate-variety, 		
2111 inc. OV5a R20/4 plate-variety, 2111 inc. OV5b R20/4 retouch,		
3347
$20 each
O5a Plate 3347 plate-block of 12
$22
O5a Plates 2113, 2125, 2235, 2237, 2347, 3335, 3337
$15 each

761(a)
(b) 		
(c) 		
(d) 		
(e) 		
(f) 		
(g) 		
(h) 		

O5a Plate 2347 plate-block of 12
O5a Plate 3337 plate-block of 12
O5a Plates 2123, 2124, 2126
O5a Plate 2112
O5a Plate 2111 used
O5a Value-block £3
O5a Chambon perfs block (Cat. $21)
O5a : 3d booklet pane stapled W8a(y)

$16
$16
$30 each
$100
Used $10
$8
$15
$4
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1960 Pictorials Plate-Blocks (cont.)

12

761(i)		
(j) 		
(k) 		
(l) 		
(m) 		
(n) 		
(o) 		
		
(p) 		
(q) 		
(r) 		
(s) 		
(t) 		
(u) 		
(v) 		
(w) 		
(x) 		
(y) 		
(z) 		

O5a : 3d booklet pane stitched W8c(v)
$4
O5a : 3d booklet pane stitched numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 W8c(u)
$8 each
O5b 1963 3d Kowhai coil-strip of four
$7
O5c 1966 3d Kowhai Plate 3337
$20
O5c Plate 3337 plate-block of 12
$25
O5c Chambon perfs block (Cat. $55)
$40
O6a 1960 4d Puarangi de la Rue Plate 1 inc. OV6b R20/3 plate-variety, 		
1221 inc. OV6c R20/3 retouch, 2333
$20 each
O6a Plate 1 plate-block of 18
$25
O6a Value-block £4
$8
O6a Chambon perfs block (Cat. $21)
$15
O6b 1965 4d chalky used
Used $40
O7a 1962 5d Mountain-daisy Harrisons Plate 1A
$20
O7a Value-block £5
$8
O8a 1960 6d Clematis de la Rue Plate 1
$20
O8a Value-block £6
$8
O8a Chambon perfs block (Cat. $30)
$24
O8a(w) 6d no wmk (Cat. $300) M
UHM $240
O8a(w) 6d no wmk (Cat. $300) U
Used $125

762(a)
(b) 		
(c) 		
(d) 		
(e) 		
(f) 		
(g) 		
(h) 		
(i) 		
(j) 		
(k) 		
(l) 		
(m) 		
(n) 		
(o) 		
(p) 		
(q) 		
(r) 		
(s) 		
(t) 		
(u) 		
(v) 		
(w) 		
(x)		
(y) 		
		
(z) 		

O8b 1966 6d Clematis de la Rue Plate 1
$25
O8b Chambon perfs block (Cat. $55)
$40
O9a 1966 7d Koromiko Harrisons Plates 1A, 1B
$25 each
O9a Value-block £7
$10
O9a traffic-light block
$10
O10a 1960 8d Rata de la Rue Plate 1
$20
O10a Plate 1221 (Cat. $600)
$450
O10a Value-block £8
$10
O10a Chambon perfs block (Cat. $35)
$25
O11a 1960 9d New Zealand Flag Plate 14A14
$15
O11a Value-block £6
$14
O11a Harrisons imprint-block
$14
O12a 1960 1/- Timber Plates 9B9C, 10B10C
$20 each
O12a Plate 10B10C plate-block of six
$22
O12a Value-blocks £8 from 9B9C, 10B10C
$15 each
O12a Harrisons imprint-block 9B9C imperf top, 9B9C perf top, 10B10C
$20 each
O13a 1960 1/3d Trout Plate 1A1B1C
$30
O14a 1960 1/6d Tiki Plate 6D6E
$22
O14a Value-block £12
$23
O14a Harrisons imprint block
$30
O15a 1960 1/9d Aerial Topdressing Harrisons Plate 7 (Cat. $350)
$275
O15a Value-block £14
$150
O15b 1963 1/9d Aerial Topdressing Harrisons imprint
$48
O15b Value-block £14
$50
O16a 1960 2/- Maori Rockdrawimg Plate 1A1C perf bottom, 		
1A1C imperf bottom
$40 each
O16a Plate 1A1C plate-pair used
Used $5

762(g)
764(a)

764(e)

531(c)

764(i)

764(k)

250(u)
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1960 Pictorials Plate-Blocks (Cont.)
763(a)
(b)		
(c)		
(d)		
(e)		
(f) 		
(g) 		
(h) 		
(i)		
(j) 		
		
(k)		
(l) 		
(m) 		
(n) 		
(o) 		
(p) 		
(q) 		
(r) 		
(s) 		

O16a Harrisons imprint perf left, imperf left
$40 each
O16a Value-block £12/£4
$150
O16a Value-block £12 perf left, imperf left
$80 each
O17a 1960 2/6d Butter Making Plate 2A2B
$60
O17a Harrisons imprint perf bottom, imperf bottom
$60 each
O17a Value-block £15
$65
O18a 1960 3/- Tongariro Plate 5 (Cat. $650)
$450
O18a Value-block £18
$400
O18b 1964 3/- Tongariro Harrisons imprint
$100
O18b Value-block £18 perf right, imperf right, both inc. OV18b 		
R1/6 sky retouch
$100 each
O19a 1960 5/- Sutherland Falls Harrisons Plate 3
$250
O19b 1966 5/- Sutherland Falls Harrisons Plate 3
$200
O20a 1960 10/- Tasman Glacier Harrisons Plate 13
$300
O20a Value-block £60
$200
O20b 1966 10/- Tasman Glacier Harrisons Plate 13
$300
O20b Value-block £60
$200
O21a 1960 £1 Pohutu Geyser Harrisons Plate 12 (Cat. $550)
$400
O21a Harrisons imprint block of four used
Used $300
O21a Value-block £120
$275

1960 Pictorials Errors & Varieties
2½d Titoki
764(a)
O4a(z) Brown colour omitted block of four: the bases of the flowers		
		
(or cupules) are now grey. Occurs on the rightmost vertical column 		
		
of the sheet. (Cat. $1150)
UHM $750
4d Puarangi
(b) 		
O6a : OV6d R18/3 white circle flaw top right of rightmost stamp

LHM $20

set ½d - £1
(c) 		
O1a – O21a set of eleven blocks of four fine used: ½d, 1d, 2d, 2½d, 		
		
3d, 4d, 5d, 6d, 8d, 10/-, £1 (Cat. $187)
FU $100
5d Mountain-Daisy
(d) 		
O7a single with yellow daisy centres nice shift to left
LHM $25
(e) 		
O7a(y) left selvedge block of four complete double perfs on left 		
		
vertical pair of stamps and second vertical row of perfs in selvedge, note 		
		
CP Cat. increase:
UHM $500
9d New Zealand Flag
(f) 		
O11a one page study: block of six white line through flag, lower 		
		
selvedge block of four two blue lines through flag, single small 		
		
but noticeable red shift
UHM/LHM $80
1/- Timber
(g)
O12a left selvedge part 10B10C plate block of four small brown 		
		
shift to right, especially noticeable on “1/-“
UHM/LHM $100
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1960 Pictorials Errors & Varieties (Cont.)
1/6d Tiki
764(h)
		
(i) 		
		
		

O14a vertical pair with small green vertical doctorblade on 		
lower stamp
UHM $20
O14a block of four with lower left stamp and part of upper left 		
stamp major dryprint of green, producing mostly brown Tiki 		
instead of green
UHM/LHM $500

2/- Maori Rockdrawing
(j) 		
O16a one page study: block of four weak black printing, O16a(x) 		
		
top selvedge strip of four small partial double perfs
UHM $150
5/- Sutherland Falls
(k) 		
O19 imperf Harrisons proof single on ungummed paper with 		
		
small punch through 5/-. Unusual
$350
Balance of collection
(l) 		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Balance of 1960 Pictorials collection on 24 pages, comprising: 		
set to £1 Mint and Used, ½d page mint study, coils study strips of three: 		
1d used, 3d mint x2, Chambon perfs ½d mint, 2d mint & used, 3 page 		
study of 1d plate-varieties mostly used singles, 2 pages of 2d mint 		
& used, noted OV3a R14/4 defective D M + U, OV3f R16/11 spur flaw 		
M, pages of 2½d(1), 3d(2), noted plate 3337 R20/10 extra long leaf M, 		
plate 3337 R12/12 short N of LAND M, 4d(4), noted circle on lower flower 		
M, grub on flower M, 5d(1) 19x used singles, 6d(1), noted OV8a R8/7 PIKI 		
retouch M, 8d(1), noted OV10a R1/1, R1/9 flaws M, OV10b R1/1, 		
R1/9 retouches M, 1/9d(1), Airmail baggage-label 13 Dec 1965		
(no address) with 1d, 6d, 3x1/$300

1967 Pictorials
A detailed specialized listing of plate-blocks, imprints and value-blocks will follow in the February
2017 CP Newsletter. For now we offer:
765(a)
(b) 		
		

OD11a 1967 10c Timber single small brown shift to left
LHM $25
OD26b 1968 7½c Trout upright wmk imperf pair, not catalogued, 		
thus sold ‘as is’
UHM $200

Balance of collection
(c) 		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Balance of 1967 Pictorials collection (no plate-blocks), on 27 pages, 		
comprising: original 1967 set mint to $2 magenta (pair UHM) and set 		
VFU to $2 magenta; minor plate-varieties, flaws and retouches, mint 		
& used on ½c noted ODV1a R6/6 retouch, 1c noted ODV3i R11/10 retouch, 		
2c noted ODV3k R18/3 flaw, 2½c (7 pages) noted ODV4f R14/9 flaw, 		
ODV4e R8/5 butterfly flaw, 3c (11 pages) noted ODV5e R13/9 blue spot 		
plus many plate 2B flaws, 8c noted ODV10a R12/1 flaw, $1 Tasman Glacier 		
blue 2x pairs + single M, 4c used block of 50!, 7c used block of 24, 8c used 		
block of 10, $1 vertical strip of six used
$400
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